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Dinner Illustrated is a meal kit in book form, perfect for busy people who love to cook but are

short on time and inspiration.In a revolutionary new layout, each recipe appears as a visual

walkthrough of preparing a complete meal, including any sides and salads. Yes, a complete

meal, so there's no worrying about whether this will go with that. All in an hour or less. There's

no advance prep required: Just gather your ingredients, pick up your knife, and follow the step-

by-step photos until dinner is ready. You'll become a faster cook as we show you when to

prepare each ingredient during the cooking process for maximum efficiency (this is the way

many seasoned pros cook at home).Break out of your dinner rut with 175 globally inspired

ideas. Try the Za'atar Chicken with Pistachios, Brussels Sprouts, and Pomegranate; it achieves

incredible flavor thanks to two popular Mediterranean seasonings. Or Garlicky Spaghetti with

Basil and Broiled Tomatoes, a fresh update on aglio e olio, the classic Italian pantry dinner. To

make this book even more helpful, we included nutritional information for recipes, and list the

gluten-free, vegan, and vegetarian options.So open Dinner Illustrated on any busy weeknight

and expand your repertoire of dinner standbys (and pocket the money you'd spend on meal

kits or takeout).



Welcome to America’s Test KitchenThis book has been tested, written, and edited by the folks

at America’s Test Kitchen. Located in Boston’s Seaport District in the historic Innovation and

Design Building, it features 15,000 square feet of kitchen space including multiple photography

and video studios. It is the home of Cook’s Illustrated magazine and Cook’s Country magazine

and is the workday destination for more than 60 test cooks, editors, and cookware specialists.

Our mission is to test recipes over and over again until we understand how and why they work

and until we arrive at the best version.We start the process of testing a recipe with a complete

lack of preconceptions, which means that we accept no claim, no technique, and no recipe at

face value. We simply assemble as many variations as possible, test a half-dozen of the most

promising, and taste the results blind. We then construct our own recipe and continue to test it,

varying ingredients, techniques, and cooking times until we reach a consensus. As we like to

say in the test kitchen, “We make the mistakes so you don’t have to.” The result, we hope, is

the best version of a particular recipe, but we realize that only you can be the final judge of our

success (or failure). We use the same rigorous approach when we test equipment and taste

ingredients.All of this would not be possible without a belief that good cooking, much like good

music, is based on a foundation of objective technique. Some people like spicy foods and

others don’t, but there is a right way to sauté, there is a best way to cook a pot roast, and there

are measurable scientific principles involved in producing perfectly beaten, stable egg whites.

Our ultimate goal is to investigate the fundamental principles of cooking to give you the

techniques, tools, and ingredients you need to become a better cook. It is as simple as that.To

see what goes on behind the scenes at America’s Test Kitchen, check out our social media

channels for kitchen snapshots, exclusive content, video tips, and much more. You can watch

us work (in our actual test kitchen) by tuning in to America’s Test Kitchen or Cook’s Country

from America’s Test Kitchen on public television or on our websites. Listen in to test kitchen

experts on public radio () to hear insights that illuminate the truth about real home cooking.

Want to hone your cooking skills or finally learn how to bake—with an America’s Test Kitchen

test cook? Enroll in one of our online cooking classes. However you choose to visit us, we

welcome you into our kitchen, where you can stand by our side as we test our way to the best

recipes in America.google.com/ �+AmericasTestKitchen

How to Use This Book5 Habits of an Efficient CookTools That Speed Up DinnerStocking Your

Kitchen for Dinner SuccessDIY Dinner HelpersPrep Tips from the ProsDinner on the

GrillMeatless and Gluten-Free RecipesHow to Use This BookWelcome to your new go-to guide

to fast, stress-free weeknight cooking. This book has been designed from the ground up to

provide foolproof, fully illustrated instructions for getting dinner on the table every night. It’s

packed with quick, easy, delicious meals; from meatless options to comfort foods, you can do it

all in under an hour with our streamlined recipes. We’ve even included nutritional information in

the back of the book to help inform your choices. We like to think of Dinner Illustrated as a meal

kit plan for busy people who love to be in the kitchen but need a little help with timing and

inspiration (and would rather do their own shopping and skip the wasteful packaging). This

book empowers you to shop, prep, and cook efficiently without stifling your creativity or limiting

your tastes.Every recipe in this book has been designed and tested to ensure that it can be

made in an hour or less. We obsessively timed ourselves as we developed the recipes and

then rounded up to 30 minutes, 45 minutes, or 60 minutes based on how long they took, from

gathering our ingredients to trying that first bite. We had our kitchen interns make each recipe



to double-check the timing, and then we sent recipes to our home cook recipe testers to triple-

check. In order to meet our under-60-minutes promise, we’re assuming a few things about how

you’re going to cook these weeknight recipes: In general, we expect you to be reasonably

focused (not folding laundry in between chopping ingredients), but you don’t need to have pro-

level skills and you don’t need to rush—nor should you.Since we designed our ingredient lists

to work as shopping lists, this means that sometimes we call for “1 lemon” or “fresh parsley”

since that’s what you would want to pick up from the grocery store or dig up from your crisper

drawer; however, the recipe might only require 1 tablespoon of lemon juice or a few teaspoons

of minced herbs. If you want to check exactly how much of an ingredient you need, just read

through the recipe.In order to get a full dinner on the table in less than an hour, we’ve

reinvented the way we present recipes. Once you’re ready to cook, each recipe is engineered

for maximum efficiency. We tell you exactly when to prep each ingredient during the cooking

process, with detailed photos illustrating every step along the way. The only advance work

required before you start a recipe is washing and drying your produce. We know that your time

is valuable, so when it makes more sense to trim the steaks while the oven preheats but save

the sauce prep for while the meat is in the oven, that’s how we wrote the recipe. Then, while

the cooked steaks rest, it’s time to make the salad. There’s less wasted downtime, less chance

of skipping a key ingredient, and less fuss between you and your meal. This fresh approach

recreates how seasoned chefs really cook at home and works with the way many of us actually

tackle dinner on a busy evening.5 Habits of an Efficient Cook1 Set Yourself Up for

SuccessBefore you start cooking, read the recipe carefully. Identify any unusual tools you need

to hunt down from a hidden cabinet or terms you want to look up. Also think about what plates,

platters, serving dishes, and utensils you will need in order to serve the food when it’s done

and assemble them for later. And, of course, gather all your ingredients.2 Prep SmartPrepping

your ingredients as you go (instead of all at the beginning) is a great way to eliminate wasted

downtime and make your cooking more efficient. Think about what order you want to prep your

ingredients in to make the smallest amount of mess. (Beets always get prepped last!) And be

aware of food safety if you’re prepping meat, poultry, or seafood; prep other ingredients first to

avoid contamination, or keep a second cutting board specifically for these ingredients.3 Keep

Clean as You GoKeep a container of hot, soapy water on your counter so you can soak dirty

tools and utensils and then just give them a quick rinse before you use them again. (Utensils

that touch raw meat should be washed separately in the sink to avoid cross-contamination.)

Keep a plastic bag or empty container handy for scraps and other waste that accumulate as

you cook; keeping it off your board makes it easier to work and is also safer.4 Get the Most Out

of Your BoardFlip the cutting board over if you need a new, clean surface rather than dirtying

another board or taking the time to clean and dry the one you’re using.5 Have Fun and Go with

Your GutKeep in mind that the recipes in this book were designed using methods and

techniques that are straightforward, relatively unfussy, and forgiving; so relax, have fun, and try

not to get bogged down with any particular step. The most important thing is that you make

food that you want to eat, so if you like your curry a little spicier, or your steak rarer, or your

dressing with less lemon juice, you should adapt the recipes accordingly. And always, always

taste the dish before serving and adjust the seasonings to taste.BonusKnow What to Do When

Seasonings Go AwrySometimes you finish a dish and it just doesn’t quite taste perfect. While

salt and pepper are always a consideration for final tweaks, our test cooks also look to a range

of other pantry ingredients that can help bring a dish into the right balance. Just a small

quantity of one of these finishing touches (from a pinch to a few tablespoons) is a good starting

place.If your food isAddSuch asToo saltyAn acid or sweetenerLemon juice, lime juice, or



vinegar; sugar, honey, maple syrup, or fruit jamToo sweetAn acid or seasoningsLemon juice,

lime juice, or vinegar; chopped fresh herbs, citrus zest, or a dash of cayenne (for savory

dishes), liqueur or instant espresso (for sweet dishes)Too spicy or acidicA fat or

sweetenerButter, olive oil, heavy cream, cheese, or sour cream; sugar, honey, maple syrup, or

fruit jamToo richAn acidLemon juice, lime juice, or vinegar; pickled vegetables (such as

jalapeños)Too flatA salty and/or savory boostWorcestershire sauce, soy sauce, fish sauce,

miso, Parmesan cheese, anchovies, tomato paste, mushrooms, sherryTools That Speed Up

DinnerMost of the equipment that we used to make the recipes in this book is pretty basic, but

there are a few tools we rely on more than others. At the top of this list is a skillet that can go

from the stovetop to the oven for recipes that take advantage of multiple cooking methods, like

Crispy Chicken with Sautéed Radishes, Spinach, and Bacon or Broccoli and Feta Frittata with

Watercress Salad. Rimmed baking sheets are also really convenient vessels for making meals

with multiple components that all cook at the same time, especially with an assist from a wire

rack set inside the pan.There are a few gadgets that can help speed up and streamline your

weeknight dinner prep. For instance, use a rasp grater to mince garlic to a paste instead of

putting all the pressure on your knife skills, or use a garlic press for a larger quantity of cloves.

A handheld manual citrus juicer makes it a breeze to get every drop of juice out of lemons and

limes with minimal effort. And a reliable vegetable peeler lets you fly through a pile of carrots in

a flash.Of course, a good, sharp chef’s knife is your most vital tool; not only does it make prep

work easier, it also makes it faster and safer. You’ll also want a big cutting board that has room

to do all the necessary prep. When it comes to where to put all those perfectly prepped

ingredients, we love using small prep bowls to hold them; they’re not just for TV chefs! Using

little bowls helps keep your cutting board clean and makes it easy to add an ingredient to the

pan all at once. We prefer glass bowls, since they’re sturdy, microwave-safe, and easy to

clean.Stocking Your Kitchen for Dinner SuccessIf having a set of dependable, foolproof,

delicious weeknight recipes to work with is the first step to dinner happiness, another key is

having a well-stocked kitchen full of ingredients that lend themselves to quick, flavorful meals

(and we’re not just talking about boneless, skinless chicken breasts and dried spaghetti). Using

powerhouse ingredients with unique flavor profiles can also help save you from the monotony

of familiar go-to recipes.Bulk It UpRiceThis is a side dish you can basically ignore while you do

other things—just set a timer.Canned BeansGreat for your emergency bomb shelter, great for

quick and easy weeknight dinners! We like chickpeas, black beans, and small white beans

such as cannellini.EggsPut an egg on it—whether fried, poached, or hard-cooked—and you

have a simple meal.Frozen ShrimpBuy individually quick-frozen shell-on shrimp and defrost as

needed—it only takes a few minutes under running water.Balance It OutTender GreensBaby

spinach, baby kale, baby arugula…just put something green on your plate. Think how proud

your mom would be.Frozen PeasJust be sure to add these at the last minute to keep them from

getting mushy.Cherry TomatoesThese little tomatoes need almost no prep but pack high-

impact flavor.Worth the SplurgeCheeseEven if you’re only using a small amount, a high-quality

Parmesan or feta will make all the difference.LettuceBuy the high-quality triple-washed stuff to

save yourself time and effort.Whole-Milk Greek YogurtReal strained Greek yogurt with no

artificial thickeners has a beautiful thick texture and tangy flavor that can’t be beat.Amp Up the

FlavorSeasoned Rice VinegarThis shortcut product already contains salt and sugar for extra

flavor.KimchiThe powerful flavor in this crunchy Korean vegetable condiment is as result of

fermentation. Make sure you don’t throw away the flavorful pickling liquid!Za’atarYou can use

this aromatic blend of wild thyme, oregano, sumac, and sesame seeds as a seasoning or a

condiment.Pomegranate MolassesThe unique sweet-sour flavor and thick texture of this



ingredient make it great for glazing chicken, fish, vegetables, and more.TahiniA versatile paste

made from toasted sesame seeds, tahini is great for sauces, dips, baking, and more.Spice Up

Your LifeHarissaWe like this traditional North African chile-garlic paste for flavoring sauces and

dressings.Chipotle Chiles in AdoboBoth the smoky dried chiles and the tangy sauce they come

in are flavor powerhouses.GochujangThis spicy Korean fermented chile bean paste is great as

an ingredient or a condiment.DIY Dinner HelpersFor quick, approachable recipes, we tried to

keep the ingredient lists short. To make sure this didn’t leave us short on flavor, we relied on a

number of versatile, high-impact ingredients to add complex flavor to our recipes. Depending

on where you live, some of the more unfamiliar international ingredients in our dinner pantry

may be difficult to find at your local supermarket, but luckily they’re relatively easy to make at

home.HarissaHarissaMAKES ABOUT ½ CUPHarissa is potent, so just a dollop adds a jolt of

bright, spicy flavor to everything from soups and stews to sautéed vegetables and fried eggs. If

you can’t find Aleppo pepper, substitute ¾ teaspoon paprika plus ¾ teaspoon finely chopped

red pepper flakes.6 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil6 garlic cloves, minced2 tablespoons

paprika1 tablespoon ground coriander1 tablespoon ground dried Aleppo pepper1 teaspoon

ground cumin¾ teaspoon caraway seeds½ teaspoon saltCombine ingredients in bowl and

microwave until bubbling and very fragrant, about 1 minute, stirring halfway through

microwaving; let cool to room temperature. (Harissa can be refrigerated for up to 4

days.)Pomegranate MolassesMAKES !S CUPPomegranate molasses can be whisked into

vinaigrette, drizzled over vegetables, brushed onto roasted meats, or pureed into dips.

Reducing the pomegranate juice at a simmer, rather than at a boil, drives off fewer flavor

compounds and results in fresher, more complex flavor. To speed up evaporation, we use a 12-

inch skillet, which offers more surface area.2 cups unsweetened pomegranate juice½ teaspoon

sugarPinch saltBring ingredients to simmer in 12-inch skillet over high heat. Reduce heat to

low and simmer, stirring and scraping thickened juice from sides of skillet occasionally, until

mixture is thick and syrupy and measures !S cup, 12 to 15 minutes. Let cool slightly before

transferring to container. (Once cooled, syrup can be refrigerated for up to 1

month.)Za’atarMAKES ABOUT ½ CUPTry sprinkling za’atar over olive oil as a dip for bread.

You can also use it in grain dishes or as a flavorful topping for hummus or other dips.½ dried

thyme2 tablespoon sesame seeds, toasted1½ tablespoons ground sumacGrind thyme in spice

grinder or with mortar and pestle until finely ground and powdery. Transfer to bowl and stir in

sesame seeds and sumac. (Za’atar can be stored at room temperature in airtight container for

up to 1 year.)TahiniTo make a homemade version of tahini, grind sesame seeds in a blender

with just enough peanut or vegetable oil to make a fairly smooth mixture. (Use an amount of

sesame seeds equal to the amount of tahini you want to make.) Add 1 teaspoon toasted

sesame oil (or more to taste), if you have some on hand.Prep Tips from the ProsThere are

certain kinds of ingredient prep that you are going to do over and over (and over and over) in

your cooking life. Knowing the best, most efficient ways to do them will save you time and effort

(and also make you look and feel like a kitchen star). Here are our notes on our favorite ways to

approach a few of the most common prep tasks in this book and in basic cooking more

generally.Chopping Onions1 Halve onion through root end, then peel onion and trim top. Make

several horizontal cuts from one end of onion to other but don’t cut through root end.2 Make

several vertical cuts. Be sure to cut up to but not through root end.3 Rotate onion so root end is

in back; slice onion thinly across previous cuts. As you slice, onion will fall apart into chopped

pieces.Peeling and Mincing Garlic1 Trim off root ends of garlic clove, then crush clove gently

between side of chef’s knife and cutting board to loosen papery skin. Remove skin.2 Using two-

handed chopping motion, run knife over garlic repeatedly to mince it.Peeling GingerTo quickly



peel a knob of ginger, use edge of dinner spoon to scrape away its thin brown skin.Cutting Up

Bell Peppers1 Slice off top and bottom of pepper and remove seeds and stem, then slice down

through side of pepper.2 Lay pepper flat, trim away remaining ribs and seeds, then cut into

strips or pieces as required.Mincing HerbsGrip handle of knife with one hand and rest fingers

of other hand lightly on knife tip. Use up-and-down rocking motion to mince herbs. Pivot knife

through pile of food as you work.Cutting Up Avocado1 Slice avocado in half around pit. Lodge

edge of knife in pit and twist to remove pit. Use wooden spoon to pry pit safely off knife.2 Use

dish towel to hold avocado steady. Make ½-inch crosshatch incisions in flesh of each avocado

half with knife, cutting down to, but not through, skin.3 Insert soupspoon between skin and

flesh and gently scoop out avocado cubes.Peeling and Deveining Shrimp1 Break shell under

swimming legs. Leave tail end intact if desired, or tug tail end to remove shell.2 Use paring

knife to make shallow cut along back of shrimp to expose vein. Use tip of knife to lift vein out.

Discard vein by wiping knife blade on paper towel.Chopping NutsShape damp dish towel into

ring on cutting board to contain nuts, leaving enough room for nuts and knife blade. Chop

nuts.Dinner on the GrillIf you have access to it, grilling is an excellent cooking technique for

quick and easy weeknight dinners. In particular, a gas grill takes very little time to set up and

preheat. We have written and tested all of the grilling recipes in this book for a gas grill.

Charcoal grilling is slightly less quick and easy, but if you want to use charcoal for our recipes,

here are some basic guidelines for translating our gas grill instructions to charcoal setups.For a

list of all the grilling recipes in this book, see the index. Note: One thing that can slow you down

when you’re grilling is running back and forth to the grill if you’re worried about leaving the lit

grill unattended. If you’d rather keep an eye on the grill and the weather permits, try setting up

a mini prep station next to your grill with your cutting board and knife so you can do the rest of

your ingredient prep right there.To prepare a charcoal grill, open the bottom vent and light a

large chimney starter filled with the required amount of charcoal briquettes. For high heat, use

a full chimney of charcoal (6 quarts). For medium-high heat, use ¾ chimney of charcoal (4½

quarts). For medium heat, use ½ chimney of charcoal (3 quarts).When the top coals are

partially covered with ash, add them to the grill. For a single-level fire, pour the coals evenly

over the grill.For a two-level fire with a hotter side and a cooler side, divide the charcoal

between the two sides of the grill when you add it: two-thirds on one side (this will be the hotter

side) and one-third on the opposite side (this will be the cooler side).Once you add the coals,

you need to set the cooking grate in place, cover the grill, and open the lid vent. Heat the grill

until it’s hot, about 5 minutes.Whether you’re using gas or charcoal, always make sure you

clean the cooking grate before cooking in order to remove any burnt-on residue. Once the grill

is hot, scrape the grate clean with a grill brush.Once the cooking grate is clean, oil it by using a

wad of paper towels dipped in vegetable oil. Use tongs to wipe the grate several times with the

paper towels. For really delicate foods such as fish, we recommend slicking down the grate as

many as 10 times.Meatless and Gluten-Free RecipesThe recipes in this book have been

developed with many different palates, preferences, and diets in mind. For those looking for

vegetarian, vegan, or gluten-free options, whether all the time or just tonight, we’ve put

together these lists to make navigation a little easier.Vegetarian and Vegan Recipes* =

veganDinner SaladsFarro Salad with Sugar Snap Peas and White Beans*Quinoa Taco

SaladPita Bread Salad with Tomatoes, Cucumber, and Chickpeas (Fattoush)*Marinated Tofu

and Vegetable SaladChopped Winter Salad with Butternut SquashSoups and StewsChickpea

and Kale SoupTurkish Tomato, Bulgur, and Red Pepper Soup*Quinoa and Vegetable

StewCaribbean-Style Swiss Chard and Butternut Squash Stew*African Sweet Potato and

Peanut StewBlack Bean Soup*Pasta and NoodlesGrown-Up Macaroni and Cheese with Swiss



ChardGarlicky Spaghetti with Basil and Broiled TomatoesSpaghetti with Spring

VegetablesSpaghetti with Fried Eggs, Asparagus, and Bread CrumbsRicotta Gnocchi with

Garlicky Cherry Tomato Sauce and ArugulaFideos with Chickpeas, Fennel, and Kale*Soba

Noodles with Roasted Eggplant and Sesame*Sesame Noodles with Snow Peas, Radishes,

and Bell PeppersRice Noodles with Crisp Tofu and Cabbage*Vegetarian DinnersFarro Bowl

with Tofu, Mushrooms, and SpinachHearty Pearl Couscous Bowl with Eggplant, Spinach, and

Beans*Quinoa Bowl with Mushrooms, Swiss Chard, and Tahini-Lemon Dressing*Crispy Falafel

Pitas with Chopped SaladPolenta with Broccoli Rabe and Fried EggsSpiced Red Lentils with

Cauliflower and CilantroLentils with Roasted Broccoli, Goat Cheese, and Pine NutsSkillet

Burrito BowlBlack Bean and Sweet Potato Tacos*Corn and Green Chile Quesadillas with

Romaine and Avocado SaladSpicy Braised Chickpeas and Turnips with Couscous*Spring

Risotto with Peas, Asparagus, and ArugulaVegetable and Orzo Tian with Garlic ToastsGrilled

Portobello Burgers with Smoky Red PotatoesChickpea Cakes with Endive and Orange

SaladBlack Bean Burgers with Roasted Carrots and Jalapeño MayoZucchini Noodles with

Roasted Tomatoes and Cream SauceBroccoli and Feta Frittata with Watercress SaladBaked

Eggs with Tomatoes, Feta, and Croutons with Spinach SaladIndividual Cheese Soufflés with

Frisée and Strawberry SaladCauliflower Tacos with Mango-Cabbage Slaw*Barbecue Tempeh

Skewers with Grilled Romaine*Pesto Flatbread with Artichokes, Olives, and ArugulaMushroom

and Gruyère Crostata with Bibb Lettuce SaladLavash Pizzas with Cauliflower, Fennel, and

CorianderEggplant and Mozzarella Panini with Simple GreensStir-Fried Eggplant with Garlic-

Basil Sauce*Tofu Banh MiSichuan Braised Tofu with Rice (Mapo Tofu)*Crispy Tofu with Warm

Cabbage Salad*Spicy Tofu and Basil Lettuce Cups*Gluten-Free RecipesMake sure to use

gluten-free soy sauce, hoisin sauce, and oyster sauce when necessary.Dinner SaladsChicken

and Arugula Salad with Figs and Warm SpicesBeet and Carrot Noodle Salad with Pan-Seared

ChickenChicken Salad with Whole-Grain Mustard VinaigretteGrilled Thai Beef SaladWedge

Salad with Steak TipsArugula Salad with Pears, Prosciutto, and ChickpeasArugula Salad with

Steak Tips and GorgonzolaSalmon, Avocado, Grapefruit, and Watercress SaladSmoked

Salmon Niçoise SaladFennel and Bibb Salad with Scallops and HazelnutsShrimp and Wilted

Spinach Salad with Bacon-Pecan VinaigretteBistro Salad with Fried EggMarinated Tofu and

Vegetable SaladChopped Winter Salad with Butternut SquashSoups and StewsThai Chicken

SoupChicken Tortilla Soup with GreensQuick Turkey ChiliKimchi Beef SoupSicilian Fish

StewThai-Style Hot and Sour Soup with Shrimp and Rice VermicelliChickpea and Kale

SoupQuinoa and Vegetable StewCaribbean-Style Swiss Chard and Butternut Squash

StewAfrican Sweet Potato and Peanut StewBlack Bean SoupBeef, Pork, and Lamb
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Pan, Instant Pot®, Dutch Oven, and More (The Complete ATK Cookbook Series), The
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R. A BRIGHAM, “Best Cookbook In My Collection!. LOVE THIS BOOK! I've enjoyed ATK's

books for many years, but this one is especially marvelous. The recipes are delicious, the

ingredients don't break the bank, and you really can make a scrumptious, home-cooked meal

in an hour or less. I've made several so far and have no complaints--and I'm picky. I really love

this new format--notes on the left, ingredients on the right, and the steps (8 or so per recipe)

laid out on the bottom of the pages with a photo for each step.Someone below remarked on

there not being enough white space in the book, and I disagree. This one is easy to read--

especially while you are cooking (you know, when you are running around the kitchen trying to

get everything together). There aren't any surprise steps or ingredients either--you know the

ones, you get halfway into the recipe and realize you were supposed to divide an ingredient

earlier or what have you--it's all there. So simple.Lastly, all the recipes I've made so far have felt

like quality restaurant dining. The meals are not greasy, they are nutritious and balanced (in my

opinion). The flavors are bright, fresh, and the recipes are new and exciting. I cannot say

enough good things.If you are on the fence about adding another cookbook to your collection, I

can assure you that this is one NOT to pass up. You will love it! Trust me!”

TC, “GREAT NEW FORMAT FOR AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN--WINNER. This book has

some great meals in it that are a little less complicated than ATK is famous for. It is suppose to

rival the companies that send food to your door--as a subscriber to those services I have to say

that this fails in that area. But as someone who wants to break away from those services, this

is a great book.1) the layout is great. Each meal has 2 pages dedicated to it with full color

pictures. While one person complained about the layout in the book they were just showing the

introductory pages--which to me, is not a deal breaker in a book--i rarely even read

introductions. The part of the book that matters to me is beautiful, with enough detail and

enough pictures and does not make my eyes tired.2) While it touts that these meals are 1 hour

or less--that is true--however, most are an hour. With 45 minutes seeming to be on the fast

side. Unlike my meal services--i didn't see any that were 20-30 minutes (which I LOVE on



busy evenings). This is one reason I say it can not compete with meal delivery services. While

I do receive some items from meal deliver that take 45 minutes--i find that it is too difficult for

me to manage in a weeknight. With that said--these are still great meals and an hour isn't

horrible if you have the time! I certainly will be using many recipes here on weekends--just not

on my busy weeknights. (but, the wonderful thing is that I can make leftovers--which is a rare

thing in meal delivery services)3) I was disappointed that there was no nutritional information

I rely heavily on nutritional information and love that aspect of meal delivery and many other

cookbooks. It does state serving size--which is usually 4-6 servings.4) This is a paperback

book--which isn't a problem--i'm just used to ATK being hard back--i'm not docking any stars for

that, but mentioning so that you know.5) The book is well organized--go the the appropriate

section of the book and within that section the recipes are grouped by main ingredient. So

steak recipes will all be together, then pork, then lamb, etc....you don't have to flip through a

whole section to find all of the main ingredients.6) I LOVE that these are entire meals--

including the sides. I'm not the best in the kitchen and I often find that I find a recipe and buy

the ingredients--and then discover while I am cooking that I totally forgot the sides. I know, that

is my own problem--but this helps me solve that problem.7) I did not feel that there were hard

to find ingredients, at the same time, this book will stretch me to try some things I wouldn't

normally thing of (as does the meal delivery service--and often I find I'm happy that I tried

something).OVERALL--this book is awesome--if it had nutritional info and a larger selection of

quicker recipes I would give it 5 stars. Is it a replacement for meal delivery--no--that is uber

convenient--but this definitely earns a place in my home and is replacing other cookbooks!

OH--and i am pleased to say that this seems to be original recipes rather than a rehash of all

the other ATK books. I am sure there are some duplicates but I felt that most of it was

new.AND--I HOPE more cookbook authors catch on to this idea--this is a beautiful way to

present recipes!”

Snowy Owl, “Fantastic Quick Meal Resource. I ordered this cookbook this summer so that my

children could make meals for the family during my recovery from surgery. I have used recipes

from America's Test Kitchen forever, and was excited to see a quick-meal book using their

recipes. I wasn't disappointed. My kids can put them meals together in about an hour and we

have enjoyed the 15 recipes we have tried so far. I'm starting to cook again, and I can make

the dishes and have the kitchen clean at the end of an hour. I think that if you spent a few

minutes prepping your veggies the night before many of these dishes could be ready in 20-30

minutes. Generally they are made from "real" food--no cream of mushroom soup--and are

tasty. Some favourites have been the Quick Turkey Chili, Flank Steak with Mexican Corn and

Thai Style Pork Burgers with Siracha mayo. I love that each recipes is an entire meal (though I

often make an extra veggie on the side); it's great to have just one set of steps to follow for the

entire meal, especially when my kids are doing the cooking.The only reason I didn't give this

five stars is that I have been spoiled by the Cooks Illustrated/America's Test Kitchen

recipes...these are tasty, they are great quick meals; they are not quite as good as the

sometimes more complicated ones I like to make. But if you need good food in a hurry this is a

great book to have on hand.”

,Coryn Barry-Murphy, “This is the cookbook I’ve been looking for.. I usually buy kindle ebooks

for economy and instant gratification. I purchased the hard copy of this book as the kindle

version was the same price! (Expensive kindle book)This book is absolutely packed with

useable want to make recipes and my favourite thing is that ALL recipes and processes are



photographed.I completely recommend this cook book for both learner cooks and busy people

looking for simple but sophisticated meal ideas.”

Michael d'Entremont, “Great book. One of the favorites in collection.”

Shopper999, “Great recipes and lots of photos of step by step .... Great recipes and lots of

photos of step by step how tos as well as finished dishes. Gotta Love America’s Test Kitchen!!”

Michelle, “Great recipes. Almost every page has something I’d like to make! Picture with every

recipe is great. Seller addressed an issue immediately, much to my satisfaction.”

The book by America's Test Kitchen has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 275 people have provided

feedback.
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